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Genomic disorders are characterized by the presence of
flanking segmental duplications that predispose these regions to
recurrent rearrangement. Based on the duplication architecture
of the genome, we investigated 130 regions that we
hypothesized as candidates for previously undescribed genomic
disorders1. We tested 290 individuals with mental retardation
by BAC array comparative genomic hybridization and
identified 16 pathogenic rearrangements, including de novo
microdeletions of 17q21.31 found in four individuals. Using
oligonucleotide arrays, we refined the breakpoints of this
microdeletion, defining a 478-kb critical region containing six
genes that were deleted in all four individuals. We mapped
the breakpoints of this deletion and of four other pathogenic
rearrangements in 1q21.1, 15q13, 15q24 and 17q12 to flanking
segmental duplications, suggesting that these are also sites
of recurrent rearrangement. In common with the 17q21.31
deletion, these breakpoint regions are sites of copy number
polymorphism in controls, indicating that these may be
inherently unstable genomic regions.

Approximately 5% of the human genome is composed of segmental
duplications that are 41 kb in length and that show 490% sequence
identity, the majority of which have an interspersed, rather than
tandem, distribution1,2. These duplication blocks act as substrates
for nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR), leading to the
deletion, duplication or inversion of the intervening sequence3. Seg-
mental duplications are frequently associated with structural poly-
morphisms4–8 and an increasing number of recurrent pathogenic
rearrangements, termed genomic disorders9. Typically, these recurrent
rearrangements are mediated by paired intrachromosomal duplica-
tions (or low-copy repeats) that are Z10 kb in length, show Z95%

sequence identity and are separated by 50 kb–10 Mb of intervening
sequence3. Based on these criteria, we created a map of potential
‘rearrangement hotspots’ in the human genome that, because of their
flanking duplication architecture, we hypothesized would be liable to
genomic instability1. We identified 130 such sites spanning B274 Mb
of nonredundant sequence (Supplementary Table 1 online), and we
constructed a segmental duplication BAC microarray targeted speci-
fically to these regions7.
In order to determine a baseline level of polymorphism, we first

used our segmental duplication BAC array to investigate copy number
polymorphism (CNP) at these rearrangement hotspots in a control
population of 316 individuals, identifying 384 putative sites of copy
number polymorphism7,10 (Supplementary Table 2 online). We then
used the segmental duplication array to analyze a test population from
the UK comprising 290 children and young adults with idiopathic
mental retardation with or without associated dysmorphism or
congenital anomalies. Approximately 50% of individuals were referred
from clinical genetics centers, B35% from community learning
disability teams and B15% from other sources, such as by referral
from hospital neuropediatricians. All individuals had been reported to
have normal G-banded karyotypes at 550-band resolution, and most
had been reported negative for FRAXA mutations. All except 35 had
been tested for cryptic subtelomeric rearrangements using FISH and
reported as normal11, and in some individuals, other specific genetic
abnormalities had also been excluded. None had been previously
analyzed by array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH). Parents
or guardians of all subjects provided informed consent, and the
protocol was reviewed and approved by the institutional review
boards of Case Western Reserve University and the University of
Washington as well as by ethical review committees in the UK, where
the samples originated.
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In order to minimize false positives, we focused on copy number
variations not observed in the control population that were defined by
two or more adjacent BAC clones on our segmental duplication array.
A complete list of all BACs identified as potentially copy-number
variant in the 290 individuals is shown in Supplementary Table 2.
After excluding copy number changes that either (i) had been
observed as polymorphisms in control individuals, (ii) did not segre-
gate with the phenotype in each pedigree or (iii) could not be verified
by an independent technique such as FISH, we identified 16 indivi-
duals (5.5%) with microdeletions or duplications that are likely to be
pathogenic (Table 1). A list of seven additional variations of uncertain

significance is shown in Supplementary Table 3 online. The changes
considered to be pathogenic included two unbalanced translocations
and several corresponding to known genomic disorders12–14. In
addition, we identified six other rearrangements that might represent
previously unidentified genomic disorders in the human population.
Notably, four individuals in our test population showed deletion of

the same four contiguous BACs spanning B500 kb in 17q21.31, a
region of known polymorphic inversion15 (Fig. 1a). We confirmed a
hemizygous deletion in all four individuals by FISH (Fig. 1b and
Supplementary Fig. 1 online), and in the one individual for whom
parental DNA was available, BAC and oligonucleotide array analysis

Table 1 Summary of abnormalities identified using the segmental duplication BAC array in 290 individuals with idiopathic mental retardation

Sample Rearrangement Size Number of variant BACs Inheritance Secondary verification

IMR103a del 17q21.31 740 kb* 4 De novo FISH, microsatellites, oligo array

IMR253a del 17q21.31 740 kb* 4 NA FISH, oligo array

IMR255a del 17q21.31 740 kb* 4 NA FISH, oligo array

IMR376a del 17q21.31 740 kb* 4 NA FISH, oligo array

IMR379b dup 17q12 1.46 Mb* 6 Duplication present in affected sibling,

absent in normal mother

FISH, oligo array

IMR349c del 15q24.1–q24.3 3.90 Mb* 9 De novo FISH, oligo array

IMR43d del 1q21.1 1.47 Mb* 9 De novo Oligo array

IMR338e del 15q13.1–13.3 3.95 Mb* 23 Deletion present in affected mother

and sibling, absent in normal sibling

FISH, oligo array

IMR371f del 15q23–24.2 3.81 Mb* 9 De novo FISH, oligo array

IMR26g del 22q11.2 2.4 Mb 9 De novo FISH

IMR192g dup 22q11.2 3.0 Mb 13 Duplication present in affected father FISH

IMR146h dup 17p11.2 3.8 Mb 17 De novo FISH

IMR149i del 1p36.3 1.4 Mb 9 NA Not done

IMR184 dup 16p13.11–p13.2 2.1 Mb 9 NA FISH

Rearrangement sizes are taken from the maximum extent of variant BACs on the segmental duplication array, except in cases in which further refinement was performed using
oligonucleotide (oligo) arrays (*). Inheritance of each abnormality was performed by testing parental and sibling DNA using the segmental duplication array, except in cases in
which no additional family members were available (NA). FISH validation data are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. We detected two additional individuals carrying probable
unbalanced translocations (Supplementary Table 3). All individuals presented with mental retardation with or without dysmorphism or congenital abnormalities. Additional
phenotype data are shown in Supplementary Table 4.
aFour identical deletions with paired segmental duplications (38 kb, 98% similarity) at breakpoints. bPaired segmental duplications (66 kb, 99.7% similarity) at breakpoints. cPaired segmental
duplications (51 kb, 95% similarity) at breakpoints; deletion has similar proximal breakpoint to case 15 in ref. 16. dBoth breakpoints embedded in large clusters of segmental duplication; deletion
is similar to case 11 in ref. 16. eBoth breakpoints embedded in large clusters of segmental duplication; proximal breakpoint occurs in common Prader-Willi syndrome/Angelman syndrome (PWS/AS)
BP3 region17. fBoth breakpoints located in unique sequence. gDiGeorge/velocardiofacial syndrome region12. hSmith-Magenis syndrome region13. iMonosomy 1p36 region14.
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Figure 1 Detection of a previously unidentified recurrent microdeletion in 17q21.31 by targeted array CGH. (a) Chromosome 17 data from the segmental

duplication BAC array. Four unrelated individuals with idiopathic mental retardation all show consistently reduced log2 ratios of the same four contiguous

BACs spanning B500 kb in 17q21.31, which we did not observe as a polymorphism in control individuals (Supplementary Table 2). Other hybridization

signals in these four cases correspond to known copy number polymorphisms (Supplementary Table 2). (b) FISH using one of the four BACs that showed a

deletion on the segmental duplication array (RP11-769P22, red) and using a control probe located on 17p (RP11-646F1, green) confirms a heterozygous

17q21.31 deletion in IMR376. We obtained similar results in the three other cases identified. In IMR103, B10% of peripheral blood lymphocytes analyzed

by FISH showed no evidence for deletion of RP11-769P22, suggesting somatic mosaicism in this case. Similar somatic mosaicism is occasionally observed

in other genomic disorders27,28.
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showed that the proband’s deletion was de novo. The confirmation of a
de novo event, together with marked phenotypic similarities in these
cases (Supplementary Table 4 online), strongly suggests that this
deletion is pathogenic and that this represents a previously unde-
scribed recurrent microdeletion syndrome.
We characterized these four rearrangements in more detail using

a high-density oligonucleotide array (mean density, 1 probe per
131 bp). This demonstrated that the deletion was clearly a recurrent
event; in all cases, the breakpoints mapped to large clusters of flanking
segmental duplication (Fig. 2). In addition to the pathogenic deletion,
considerable structural polymorphism was also present flanking this
locus, with at least six separate sites of copy number variation
identified in controls. Although this complicated the precise determi-
nation of the deletion breakpoints, in all four cases the boundaries of
the deleted segment seemed to coincide with a pair of directly oriented
segmental duplications 38 kb in length with 98% similarity and
separated by 740 kb, which we hypothesize mediated these rearrange-
ments by NAHR. By comparison with parental and other unaffected
samples, we defined a minimal 478-kb critical region that was
recurrently deleted in all four test individuals but invariant in controls.
This region contains six known genes, including CRHR1 (OMIM
#122561) and MAPT (OMIM #157140). Both of these are highly
expressed in brain and have been implicated in several neurodegen-
erative and behavioral phenotypes and therefore represent excellent
candidates for dosage-sensitive genes underlying this 17q21.31 dele-
tion syndrome. On the basis of shared phenotypic features to the
initial four deletion carriers (a full phenotype checklist is shown in
Supplementary Table 4), we subsequently identified a fifth individual
(Fig. 3) by array CGH (Case 338H5) who also showed a de novo
deletion of the same four BAC clones in 17q21.31, confirming this as
an identifiable syndrome.
In addition to this recurrent 17q21.31 deletion, we also investigated

five other abnormalities in more detail using oligonucleotide arrays
(Fig. 4 and Table 1). In four of these five cases, exactly as observed for

the 17q21.31 deletion, the breakpoints localized to large clusters of
flanking segmental duplications (clusters contain a mean of 181
pairwise alignments spanning 712 kb; Supplementary Table 5 online),
strongly suggesting that these rearrangements were catalyzed by the
duplication architecture of the genome. In two cases, the sequences
present at both breakpoints showed direct pairwise homo-
logy and orientation with one another, consistent with the classical
model of recurrent genomic disorders caused by NAHR between
flanking repeats3. Furthermore, the deletions we identified at 1q21.1,
15q13.1–13.3 and 15q24.1–q24.3 have one or both breakpoints that
are apparently very similar to rearrangements described pre-
viously16,17. Thus, even though we observed each abnormality only
once in our study population, we hypothesize that these four loci are
also likely to be sites of recurrent rearrangement.
Of note, the breakpoints of the 15q24.1–q24.3 deletion were located

within a pair of 51-kb segmental duplications with 95% similarity, and
both breakpoints of the 17q12 duplication mapped to a pair of 66-kb
duplications with 99.7% similarity. For both the 1q21.1 and 15q13.
1–13.3 deletions, although breakpoints in each case were located
within large blocks of intense segmental duplication (clusters contain
a mean of 335 pairwise alignments, spanning 1.32 Mb), inspection of
the reference sequence did not uncover obvious pairwise homology
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Figure 3 Photographs of individual 338H5 (del 17q21.31), age 4 years.

This individual was ascertained on the basis of shared phenotypic features

to the initial four 17q21.31 deletion carriers (Supplementary Table 4).

Silvery depigmentation of the hair, blue eyes and a bulbous nose were

consistent observations in all cases.

Figure 2 Structural resolution of a 1.5-Mb region of 17q21.31 (human

genome May 2004 assembly (hg17), chr17:40,750,000–42,250,000)

using high-density oligonucleotide arrays. Plots show the log2 ratio (y axis)

for 6,818 probes (x axis) in the initial four microdeletion cases ascertained

by the segmental duplication BAC array and five control individuals.

Consistent with our BAC array data and previous reports7,10,15, this region

contains multiple copy number polymorphisms flanking the microdeletion

region (gray bars), with at least six different CNP regions discernable

flanking the deletion region. Although these complicate definition of the

deletion breakpoints, a pair of segmental duplications (length 38 kb,

similarity 98%, separation 740 kb) (blue bars) flank a region that is deleted

in all four cases (gold and red bar). We hypothesize that these two

segmental duplications are likely to mediate this recurrent rearrangement.

Examination of this deletion region in normal individuals defines a 478-kb

critical region that is deleted in all four affected individuals but that is
invariant in controls (hg17, chr17:41042028–41520694) (red bar and

pink shading). For each individual, deviations of probe log2 ratios from 0 are

depicted by gray and black lines; those exceeding a threshold of 1.5 s.d.

from the mean probe ratio are colored green and red to represent relative

gains and losses, respectively. For clarity, only RefSeq genes within the

minimal deletion region are shown.
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between the flanking sequences. In contrast, both breakpoints
of the final case that we examined, a 15q23–24.2 deletion, occurred
within unique sequence, suggesting this was not mediated by homol-
ogy-based mechanisms and is therefore less likely to represent a
recurrent event.
Notably, when we examined the breakpoint regions of the five

pathogenic rearrangements that were embedded in large
segmental duplication clusters, we noted extensive copy number
variation of the flanking segmental duplications among normal
individuals that coincided precisely with each breakpoint.
This was most obvious in the case of the 17q21.31 microdeletion,
where several structural polymorphisms occur at both the proximal
and distal breakpoints (Fig. 2). In each of the other four cases,
either one or both breakpoints also occurred at a site of copy number
polymorphism in control individuals (Fig. 4). We note that
similar copy number polymorphisms7,10 (A.J.S. and E.E.E., unpub-
lished data) and inversions18–21 of flanking duplications are also
evident for several other genomic disorders. Based on these findings,
we propose that segmental duplications showing evidence of structural
polymorphism may be another predictive feature of regions prone to
recurrent rearrangement, perhaps corresponding to inherently
unstable regions of the genome22. Given that we observed copy
number variation at these breakpoint regions, it is also possible
that in some individuals these flanking duplication structures
exist in an alternative configuration (compared with the reference
assembly) that predisposes them to altered frequencies of patho-
genic rearrangement23.

The recurrent 17q21.31 deletion that we describe occurs within a
common B900-kb inversion present in B20% of northern Eur-
opeans15,24. Observations in three other genomic disorders suggest
that microdeletions arise preferentially from chromosomes carrying
an inversion of that same region18–21. Consistent with this, we
observed that in both cases in which DNA samples from parents
were available, the transmitting parents of the proband were carriers of
the inversion-specific haplotype (Supplementary Fig. 2 online). Given
that the 17q21.31 inversion shows a geographical bias towards
Europeans15,24, we propose that the recurrent deletion of this region
may also show similar population specificity, although additional data
are required to test this.
Our study suggests a frequency of B1% for this deletion in

individuals with mental retardation, but testing of non-European
populations should be performed to determine the true frequency
worldwide. Furthermore, we note that the 17q21.31 inversion has
undergone positive selection during recent human evolution, suggest-
ing it provides a selective advantage to carriers15. Given the negative
phenotypic consequences of the deletion, to our knowledge this is the
first example in which segmental duplication architecture predisposes
to both positive and negative selective pressures within a species. It will
be interesting to study the evolutionary history of other complex
regions of the genome in the context of counter-balancing positive
and negative selective forces.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that by using an informed approach

based on the duplication architecture of the genome, we have
efficiently identified and refined sites of recurrent chromosomal
rearrangement that underlie previously undescribed genomic disor-
ders. This was exemplified by the discovery and description of a new
17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome as well as the identification of four
additional strong candidate regions for recurrent rearrangements. We
suggest that further analysis of the duplication architecture of the
genome will be a rich source for the identification of structural
variation, leading to improved understanding of the molecular basis
of genomic rearrangements in genetic disease.

METHODS
BAC array CGH. A description of the segmental duplication BAC array and

hybridization protocol have been published previously7,10. Briefly, the
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Figure 4 Structural resolution of five pathogenic rearrangements using high-

density oligonucleotide arrays. Each plot shows the log2 ratio (y axis) for

probes within each region of hg17 (x axis). (a) A 3-Mb region of 1q21.1

(chr1:143,000,000–146,000,000) showing a 1.47-Mb deletion in IMR43.

(b) A 2.5-Mb region of 17q12 (chr17:31,500,000–34,000,000) showing a

1.46-Mb duplication in IMR379. (c) A 6-Mb region of 15q12–q14

(chr15:25,500,000–31,500,000) showing a 3.95-Mb deletion in IMR338.

(d) A 6.5-Mb region of 15q23–q25.1 (chr15:70,000,000–76,500,000)

showing overlapping 3.90-Mb and 3.81-Mb deletions in IMR349 and

IMR371. For four of these rearrangements, the breakpoints map to

clusters of flanking segmental duplications. Note that in each case these

breakpoints coincide with the location of copy number variations in

control individuals (dotted red ellipses), suggesting that these may be

inherently unstable regions of the genome prone to chromosomal

breakage22. For each individual, deviations of probe log2 ratios from 0 are
depicted by gray and black lines, with those exceeding a threshold of

1.5 s.d. from the mean probe ratio colored green and red to represent

relative gains and losses, respectively. Tracks below each plot indicate

genome assembly gaps (black bars) and segmental duplications (gray/yellow/

orange bars). In b and d, paired segmental duplications located at both

rearrangement breakpoints are shown (blue bars joined by an arrow). For

each individual except IMR43, rearrangements were also confirmed by

FISH (Supplementary Fig. 1).
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segmental duplication array consists of 2,007 BACs, each spotted in triplicate,

targeted to 130 complex regions of the genome flanked by paired intrachro-

mosomal segmental duplications Z10 kb in length and Z95% sequence

identity and separated by 50 kb–10 Mb of intervening sequence. All hybridiza-

tions were dye-swapped replicate experiments using a single male reference

(GM15724, Coriell Institute). A BAC was considered copy number variant if

the log2 ratio of fluorescence measurements exceeded twice the standard

deviation of the autosomal clones in both dye-swapped experiments10. The

control population was assayed using an identical protocol and consisted of 269

individuals of European (n ¼ 90), sub-Saharan African (n ¼ 90), Chinese (n ¼
45) and Japanese (n ¼ 44) ancestry used in the International HapMap

Project25, and a further 47 individuals of diverse ethnic origin7. Copy number

changes consisting of two or more adjacent BACs that were observed in the test

population, but not in controls, were considered as potential pathogenic

rearrangements.

A subset of individuals were further investigated by hybridization to a

whole-genome tiling BAC array consisting of 32,989 BACs (unpublished data)

in order to confirm and refine specific rearrangements.

Oligonucleotide array CGH. A custom duplex oligonucleotide array

(NimbleGen Systems), consisting of 166,000 isothermal 45- to 70-bp probes,

was targeted to seven microdeletion regions identified by the segmental

duplication BAC array, covering a total of 23.17 Mb of sequence (mean density,

one probe per 131 bp). Hybridizations were performed as described pre-

viously26 and used the same reference individual as the BAC array hybridiza-

tions (GM15724).

Primer sequences. A list of primer sequences is provided in Supplementary

Table 6 online.

Accession numbers and microarray data. BAC array data have been deposited

in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and are accessible through GEO

Series accession number GSE5373. Oligonucleotide array data are available at

http://humanparalogy.gs.washington.edu/structuralvariation/.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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